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The targets and the objective of this conference is to try 

to get a comprehensive approach to morbidity in 

children, teenagers and adolescents, who present 

psychopathological disorders leading possibly to 

transgressive antisocial behaviour in order to define the 

project of the cares. Sometimes, the opportunity of that 

examination happens after order by a judge to analyse 

the links between the personality's feature and the 

reproached acting. The preoccupation is located 

between: to protect or to punish. 

 

We will focus on the connexion between the 

etiopathogenesic aspects and also the determinism of 

inadequate, inappropriate acts, which may get an 

antisocial dimension, commit by these young subjects in 

the light of a new contemporary society. We will have to 

take in consideration the changing world, both 

technologically – especially in digital mutation, use of 

algorithms, software package and their applying – 

economically, ethically. The kind of interrelationships 

and even the dynamic and the energetic of the groups 

look deeply modified. 

 

The acceleration of the new society may have a different 

impacts on the quality of life of the mainly income 

population. Conceptual advances may also modify 

lifestyles as well as existential purpose. Sometimes, real 

transformation induces a diversification of interests and 

investments, which become much renewed or adjusted. 

This provision is due, in particular, to an extension and 

enlargement of the exchanges, to the ease of the 

communication and also of the travel -in speed 

conditions and in organisation of meetings, which permit 

to discover alter egos shaped by differentiated cultures. 

The connectivity in informatique, the social networks 

help largely these contacts. For instance, some leaders 

can reach thousands of followers. 

 

The repercussions of the new configuration of family are 

to take in consideration on the aspects of development 

and maturation's levels. The obsolescence of status and 

the image of the father with the ancient model of patria 

potestas endured from the roman to the middle age, 

during centuries, his certainly not to be regret... He had 

even on the first time the power and the right to life and 

death of over his children and, even to choose the one  

 

who would succeed him. His wife was considered a 

minor. This time is over, especially since the french 

revolution. The softening brought the concept of parental 

responsibility and had to evolve slowly towards shared 

rights before the turn of the post-war period. The 

compulsory schooling has had big consequences, though 

the father was supposed to educate himself his children 

and even change interrelationships. Before, the 

disqualifying attitudes of the father could induce negative 

behavioral and emotional disturbance, in terms of the 

maturities development of young’s. Reactions were 

multiple, beyond the crust aspects of the personality, 

sometimes taking the form escape or subversive of a 

violent revolt against a tyrannical authoritianism.  

However, the environmental context, often poor 

intellectually, evoking a weak capacity of introspection, 

as well as the moral and conceptual social pressure, 

blunted the dysfunctions and their diversifications. The 

result was sometimes very bad on the mental efficiency. 

Today, the contemporary family implies often 

"syncretic," parents. But they may be even looking for 

personal identification themselves.       

 

Let's continue our study out to focus on the increase of 

violent behavioral disorders in young people. A-

Transgressive acting may be favored in some cases by 

festive impulsive reactions -notably on hazing/ragging 

played on new arrivals in university -but mainly by 

addictive behaviors, especially dependent of abuse of 

alcohol or of various toxic substances. b-Different 

influences are more regularly playing, as the pregnant 

harmful of the virtual, TV or video, especially in the case 

of fantastic or violence in the scenes of  series, taking 

some young’s, non-support within a disaggregated family, 

to an imaginary and fantasy/real non-differentiation. The 

pregnancy of the new cult of appearance as well as the 

follow of the fashion is also to take in consideration, 

inducing youngs to new lifestyle: clothes, tattoos, even 

no-genre expression, choosing and even, ideal goal c-

While the disorders of the personality leading to 

transgressive behavior is more the work of teenagers or 

older adolescents, child'actings is not to be underestimate. 

 

However, very young guys can commit sometimes serious 

offences, beyond criminal acts and already Melanie 

KLEIN; in his book "Psychoanalysis Essays" evoked 
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aspiring murderers. The case of two children who killed 

another in ENGLAND more than 25 years ago is still to 

remember.                                                               d-

Among your expertise's work, for instance, we also had 

to examine a 10-year-old child who, after he had left his 

parents visiting his ill uncle, tries to explore the corridors 

of the hospital office. He set fire to papers on a desk with 

a lighter, which were burning. He had pre occupational 

fantasy with the using of that kind of think. Some 

teenagers and adolescents can be also incendiaries, in 

particular those running away, notably on the place of 

their squat. Even in an institution devolving upon deviant 

adolescents: Two of them not approving the 

management of the director set fire to his car. 

  

This means that psychiatric and medico-psychological 

assessments -and expertise - of children, adolescents and 

young adults have become more complex or complicated 

in their realization in recent decades, due to 

multifactorial requirements. The need to understand the 

links between the cause of the acting and the 

disharmonic part of the personality’s organization 

explain the asks of complementary information and 

examination 


